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Abstract
This paper presents a Dierentiated Services (Diserv or DS) architecture for multimedia streaming applications.
Speci®cally, we de®ne two types of services in the context of Assured Forwarding (AF) per hop behavior (PHB) that are
dierentiated in terms of reliability of packet delivery: the High Reliable (HR) service and the Less Assured (LA) service.
We propose a novel node mechanism called Selective Pushout with Random Early Detection (SPRED) that is capable
of simultaneously achieving the following four objectives: (1) a core router does not maintain any state information for
each ¯ow (i.e., core-stateless); (2) the packet sequence within each ¯ow is not re-ordered at a node; (3) packets from HR
service are delivered more reliably than packets from LA service at a node during congestion; and (4) packets from TCP
trac are dropped randomly to avoid global synchronization during congestion. We show that SPRED is a generalized
buer management algorithm of both tail-dropping and Random Early Detection (RED), and combines the best
features of pushout (PO), RED and RED with In/Out (RIO) mechanisms. Simulation results demonstrate that under
the same link speed and network topology, network nodes employing our Diserv architecture have substantial performance improvement over the current Best Eort (BE) Internet architecture for multimedia streaming applications. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Dierentiated services; Per hop behavior; Scalability; Best eort service; Buer management; Multimedia streaming; Next
generation Internet

1. Introduction
Over the past several years, as the speed of computer increases and multimedia applications proliferate,
there is an increasing demand for streaming multimedia applications over the Internet. However, the
current Internet only oers the so-called Best Eort (BE) service, which does not make any service quality
commitment. Since many streaming applications require better-than-BE delivery, the current Internet is
becoming increasingly inadequate to support the service demand from multimedia streaming applications.
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Recently, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has speci®ed the Dierentiated Services (Diserv
or DS) framework for the next generation Internet [3,19]. The Diserv architecture oers a framework
within which service providers can oer each customer a range of network services dierentiated on the
basis of performance. Once properly designed, a Diserv architecture can oer great ¯exibility and scalability, as well as meeting the service requirements for multimedia streaming applications.
The IETF Diserv working group has speci®ed the Assured Forwarding (AF) per hop behavior (PHB)
[14]. The AF PHB is intended to provide dierent levels of forwarding assurances for IP packets at a node,
and therefore, can be used to implement multiple priority service classes.
This paper presents a Diserv implementation architecture, in the context of AF PHB, with the aim of
providing dierent levels of reliability in terms of packet delivery over the Internet. Our Diserv architecture is targeted at integrated support for both real-time streaming applications and traditional data
applications, e.g., TCP-based applications such as ®le transfer, email, and web browsing. Under our
Diserv architecture, we de®ne two types of services, namely, the High Reliable (HR) service and the Less
Assured (LA) service. The HR service is intended for certain high priority trac in real-time streaming
applications (e.g., foreground video object (VO) and system information in MPEG-4 video 1) while LA
service is for low priority trac in real-time streaming applications (e.g., background VO in MPEG-4
video) and traditional TCP applications. Packets under HR service are considered critical to overall
perceptual quality for a multimedia streaming application and should be delivered as reliably as possible.
On the other hand, packets under LA service either have less impact on the perceptual quality (if they
belong to real-time streaming applications) or can be retransmitted (if they are traditional TCP-type
applications).
We propose a node mechanism, called Selective Pushout with Random Early Detection (SPRED), to
perform packet discarding during network congestion and achieve our Diserv AF PHB. By employing a
single shared queue and storing and serving packets in the queue in the order of their arrival, SPRED does
not introduce any packet re-ordering at the node. SPRED performs selective packet discarding from an
embedded queue at a shared buer and does not maintain any state information for each ¯ow. For HR
service, when network is congested and buer is full, SPRED selectively pushes out LA packets in the buer
to make room for the incoming HR packets. Thus, SPRED oers more reliable delivery for HR service
than RED/RIO. For LA service, SPRED employs RED to resolve the global TCP synchronization
problems. Our proposed SPRED node mechanism is capable of achieving the following four objectives
simultaneously:
Objective 1: A core router does not maintain any state information for each ¯ow (i.e., core-stateless).
Objective 2: The packet sequence within each ¯ow should not be altered at a node.
Objective 3: Packets from HR service should be delivered as reliably as possible.
Objective 4: Packets from TCP trac should be dropped randomly during congestion to avoid global
synchronization.
We show that SPRED is a generalized buer management algorithm of both tail-dropping and RED.
Furthermore, SPRED combines the best features of pushout (PO) [7,28], Random Early Detection (RED)
[10], and RED with In/Out (RIO) [8]. Simulation results show that under the same link speed and network
topology, network nodes employing our Diserv/SPRED architecture have substantial application level
performance improvement (in terms of perceptual quality) over the current BE Internet architecture for
multimedia streaming applications.
Prior eorts on service dierentiation include the class-based priority scheduling [13,18]. Such schemes
create service classes of dierent priorities to serve users with dierent needs. Higher priority packets always
depart the routers ®rst. Thus, the eect of priority queueing is to build up a queue of lower priority packets,
1

We will use MPEG-4 video as an example video streaming application in our simulation study (see Section 2.2).
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which will cause packets in this class to be preferentially dropped due to queue over¯ow. This scheme might
be a useful building block for explicit service discrimination among ¯ows, each of which consists packets of
the same priority class. But for a ¯ow consisting of both high and low priority packets, out-of-sequence
problem will arise if we put packets of dierent priority from the same ¯ow into dierent queue and use
priority scheduling. Since IETF Diserv working group explicitly states that it is important that the
network does not re-order packets belonging to the same ¯ow [19], separate queueing cannot hereby be
employed and we only focus on mechanisms that handle all packets stored and serviced in the same
queue. 2
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the core-statelss
Diserv architecture. Section 2.2 describes multimedia streaming applications using MPEG-4 as an
example. In Section 3, we explain our Diserv architecture in detail and describe the SPRED mechanism
to achieve the four design objectives. Section 4 uses simulation results to demonstrate the performance
of our Diserv architecture in supporting multimedia streaming applications. Section 5 concludes this
paper.
2. Background
In this section, we provide essential background on core-stateless Diserv architecture and multimedia
streaming to set the stage for later parts of the paper.
2.1. Architecture of core-stateless Diserv Internet
Our core-stateless Diserv architecture is based on the following simple model. We identify all the
routers within a Diserv domain and distinguish them between the edge and core routers. Edge routers
maintain per ¯ow state; they perform trac classi®cation and conditioning (marking, policing, and
shaping) on each ¯ow. Core routers maintain no per ¯ow state; they use simple scheduling and buer
management for aggregated trac ¯ows. We call this approach core-stateless Diserv since the core routers
keep no per ¯ow state.
More speci®cally, a customer maintains a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with its network provider.
Based on the SLA, the edge routers perform trac conditioning functions and assign each packet with a DS
codepoint (DSCP) [19]. This value speci®es the PHB to be allotted to the packet within the provider's
network. Within the core routers inside the network, packets are forwarded according to the PHB associated with the DSCP. PHBs are de®ned to permit a reasonably granular means of allocating buer and
bandwidth resources at each node among competing trac streams.
A salient feature of Diserv framework is its scalability, which allows it to be deployed in very large
networks. This scalability is achieved by forcing much complexity out of the core of the network into
boundary devices which process smaller volumes of trac and less number of ¯ows, and by oering services
for aggregated trac rather than on a per ¯ow basis.
A Diserv architecture can be speci®ed by de®ning or implementing the following four components:
1. the services provided to a trac aggregate,
2. the trac conditioning functions and PHBs used to realize the services,
3. the DSCP used to mark packets under a particular PHB,
4. the particular node mechanism to realize a PHB.

2

Packet re-ordering can results in jitter in real-time trac and performance degradation in TCP.
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2.2. Multimedia streaming with MPEG-4
Multimedia streaming implies that the content needs not be downloaded in full before it begins playing,
but is played out while it is being received and decoded. We choose to use the new international standard,
MPEG-4, as a representative multimedia streaming application since MPEG-4 is poised to become the
enabling technology for multimedia communications in the next millennium [15]. MPEG-4 builds on elements from several successful technologies such as digital video, computer graphics, and the World Wide
Web with the aim of providing powerful tools in the production, distribution, and display of multimedia
contents with unprecedented new features and functions. MPEG-4 provides extreme ¯exibility and eciency by coding a new form of data called audio-visual object (AVO) (see Fig. 1 for an example of VOs in a
video plane). It is foreseen that MPEG-4 will be capable of addressing the emerging truly interactive
content-based video services as well as conventional video storage and transmission.
This paper focuses on designing a Diserv architecture with the aim of providing signi®cant performance
improvement over the current BE architecture for multimedia streaming applications. For illustration
purpose, we will only discuss the video component of MPEG-4. As it will soon become clear that our
Diserv architecture and SPRED node mechanism discussed in Section 3 are equally applicable to other
forms of multimedia streaming (e.g., audio). Such generality is possible due to fact that our Diserv architecture is designed to oer generic service dierentiation (i.e., HR and LA services) regardless the
characteristics of the particular streaming application.
For streaming MPEG-4 video over the Internet, on the sender side, raw bit-stream of live video is encoded by an MPEG-4 encoder. After this stage, the compressed video bit-stream is ®rst packetized at the
sync layer and then passed through the RTP/UDP/IP layers before entering the Internet. Packets may be
dropped at a router/switch due to congestion. For packets that are successfully delivered to the destination,
they ®rst pass through the RTP/UDP/IP layers in reverse order before being decoded at the MPEG-4
decoder.
Fig. 2 shows the protocol stack for MPEG-4 video streaming [29]. The right half of Fig. 2 shows the
processing stages at an end system. At the sending side, the compression layer compresses the visual information and generates elementary streams (ESs), which contain the coded representation of the VOs. The
ESs are packetized as SL-packetized (SyncLayer-packetized) streams at the sync layer [29]. The SLpacketized streams provide timing and synchronization information, as well as fragmentation and
random access information. The SL-packetized streams are multiplexed into a FlexMux stream at the
TransMux Layer, which is then passed to the transport protocol stacks composed of RTP, UDP and IP.
The resulting IP packets are transported over the Internet. At the receiver side, the video stream is
processed in the reversed manner before its presentation. The left half of Fig. 2 shows the data format at
each layer.

Fig. 1. An example of VO concept in MPEG-4 video. A video plane (left) is segmented into two VO planes where VO1 (middle) is the
background and VO2 (right) is the foreground.
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Fig. 2. Data format at each processing layer at an end system.

A key requirement for Internet video streaming is the reliable transport of certain critical information
(e.g., system information, header information) at all times. Such information is considered critical for
decoding at the receiver side to maintain satisfactory perceptual quality. The BE service model of today's
Internet is not able to oer such reliable real-time delivery since there is no service dierentiation among all
the packets at a node. Thus, it is essential to design a Diserv architecture for the next generation Internet
that is capable of oering service dierentiation to user trac and providing application level performance
improvement (i.e., perceptual quality) over the current BE service Internet for multimedia streaming applications.

3. An implementation architecture
We organize this section as follows. In Section 3.1, we de®ne the services, PHB and DS codepoint for
our Diserv architecture. Section 3.2 presents the SPRED node mechanism to achieve our Diserv PHB,
which is the main contribution of this paper. In Section 3.3.5, we discuss extensions of our Diserv
architecture.
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3.1. Services, PHB, and DS codepoint de®nitions
We de®ne two types of services in the context of AF for our Diserv architecture, namely, the HR service
and the LA service. Packets under HR service are considered critical to overall perceptual quality at
receiver for streaming application and should be delivered as reliably as possible. On the other
hand, packets under LA service either have less impact on the application level perceptual quality (if they
belong to multimedia streaming applications) or can be retransmitted (if they are traditional data
applications).
We assume that end hosts are capable of marking packets into HR and LA services since they have
complete knowledge about the source applications. There can be dierent mix of HR and LA packets even
within the same ¯ow. We also assume that all the edge routers have trac conditioning functions (i.e.,
marking, shaping, and policing). At the core routers inside the Diserv domain, we do not separate trac
from dierent users into dierent queues. As discussed in Section 1, class-based queueing with priority
scheduling such as [13,18] cannot be employed since packets within the same application ¯ow but of different priority classes may be put into dierent queues and are served out of sequence (violating Objective
2). With such consideration, we aggregate the packets of all users into one shared queue and packets are
served in the order of their arrival, just as today's Internet. Unlike the current BE Internet, the PHB and
node mechanism under our Diserv architecture oers service dierentiation in terms of delivery reliability
to HR and LA packets.
We ®rst de®ne the PHB of our Diserv architecture as follows.
De®nition 1. (PHB). Packets from HR service should experience lower loss ratio than packets from
LA service at a node during congestion. An incoming HR packet shall not be discarded if there are LA
packets in the buer and discarding of such LA packets can leave enough buer space for the incoming HR
packet.
According to the above PHB de®nition, HR packets have exclusive buer access and are not interfered
by LA packets when the buer is full. Therefore, our PHB provides the highest possible reliability to HR
packets during congestion.
It is straightforward to match our PHB with a DSCP in the IP header. As an example, we may use
AF11  `001010' and AF21  `010010' under AF PHB for HR and LA services, respectively [14].
3.2. Node mechanism
As discussed previously, we will employ a common shared queueing architecture for all trac streams at
a node to achieve scalability and maintain packet sequence. Under such architecture, an arriving packet
may be allowed to enter the buer only when there is enough remaining buer space. Otherwise, we have to
either discard the incoming packet or discard some other packet(s) in the buer in order to make room for
the incoming packet.
In the following, we ®rst give a brief summary of current existing node mechanisms under a shared single
queueing architecture. We ®nd that none of these mechanisms are able to meet all four design objectives
(see Section 1) simultaneously. Then we present our SPRED node mechanism, which is capable of meeting
all four design objectives.
3.2.1. Previous work
Buer management mechanisms under a single queueing architecture can be categorized into `stateful'
or `stateless' node mechanism. Stateful mechanisms such as Flow RED (FRED) [17], Balanced RED
(BRED) [1] and Stabilized RED (SRED) [20] all require per-active-¯ow accounting. Since these node
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mechanisms require to maintain state information for a ¯ow, they do not meet the ®rst design objective
(i.e., core-stateless). In the following, we only discuss node mechanisms that do not require any state information for each ¯ow.
The traditional technique for managing router queue in the BE Internet is the so-called `tail-dropping'
mechanism, which drops the incoming packet when there is not enough remaining buer space. A key
problem associated with tail-dropping is that it can bring about global synchronization among TCP ¯ows
traversing the same node, in which case both link utilization and overall throughput can be signi®cantly
reduced (violates Objective 4) [5]. Furthermore, the tail-dropping mechanism is unable to oer service
dierentiation under our PHB (violates Objective 3).
RED is an active queue management algorithm for routers that resolves the TCP synchronization
problem associated with tail-dropping [10]. In contrast to tail-dropping, which drops packets only when the
buer is full, the RED algorithm drops arriving packets probabilistically before the buer is full. More
speci®cally, it computes the average queue size and when the average queue size exceeds a certain threshold,
it drops each arriving packet with a certain probability, which is a function of the average queue size. The
probability of dropping increases as the estimated average queue size grows. Such randomization in packet
dropping keeps TCP connections back o at dierent times. This avoids the global synchronization eect of
all connections and maintains high throughout for TCP trac in the routers. Although RED is a viable
solution for traditional data trac [5], it is not sucient to achieve service dierentiation (HR and LA
services) among the packets that is essential for multimedia streaming applications. That is, RED is unable
to meet Objective 3.
In [8], a dropping mechanism called RIO was proposed to perform preferential dropping of out-ofpro®le packets over in-pro®le packets. RIO retains all the attractive features of RED and with the added
capability of discriminating against out-of-pro®le packets during congestion. RIO employs two RED algorithms for dropping packets, one for ins and one for outs. By choosing the parameters for respective
algorithms dierently, RIO is able to preferentially drop out-of-pro®le packets.
RIO is able to oer service dierentiation between HR and LA services, if we treat HR as in-pro®le
and LA as out-of-pro®le and set the two RED algorithms for them such that LA packets are dropped
more aggressively than HR packets. But under our Diserv architecture, HR packets are primarily from
real-time streaming applications (instead of TCP) and these packets should be delivered as reliably as
possible. In particular, HR packets should not be dropped before buer is full (as in RIO). Furthermore,
according to our PHB de®nition (De®nition 1), should the network be congested and buer is full, an
incoming HR packet should still be allowed to enter the buer by discarding some LA packets in the
buer (if there is any). However, such high reliability for HR packet delivery, as de®ned by our PHB, is
not achievable under the RIO mechanism since RIO also drops packets with high priority before the
buer is full.
The so-called pushout (PO) packet discarding mechanism allows an incoming packet to enter the buer
by discarding some other packets in the buer [7,28]. Compared to other threshold-based packet discarding
mechanisms, pushout oers: (1) better buer utilization since packet discarding only occurs when there is
insucient remaining buer space to store an incoming packet; (2) higher reliability to certain incoming
packets of high priority. The problem with PO mechanism is that it does not address how to avoid global
synchronization problem associated with TCP trac, i.e., unable to meet Objective 4.
3.2.2. SPRED node mechanism
To achieve the four design objectives and the PHB under our Diserv architecture, we present a node
mechanism called SPRED. Fig. 3 shows the ¯ow chart of the SPRED mechanism. According to Fig. 3,
when an HR packet arrives at the node, SPRED makes every eort to let it enter the buer by potentially
pushout LA packets in the buer. On the other hand, when an LA packet arrives at the buer, SPRED will
let it join the buer only if there is enough buer space and RED decides to accept it (with a probability).
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of SPRED node mechanism.

Therefore, SPRED achieves the highest possible loss protection for HR service (Objective 3) while resolving
global synchronization problem associated with TCP trac (Objective 4). 3
In our implementation, we maintain two variables QLA and R (both in unit of bytes) at a buer as
follows:
· QLA is the sum of packet size (in bytes) of all LA service packets in the buer. It is used to keep track of
the buer occupancy by all the LA packets.
· R is the remaining free buer space (in bytes).
We maintain the following data structure in the buer to achieve our selective packet discarding
mechanism. Each data unit in the buer consists of a physical IP packet and three pointers, of which two
pointers are used for doubly linked list LTotal and the third is used for linked list LLA as follows:
· Linked list, LTotal , is an FIFO-like doubly linked list of all packets (both HR and LA services) in the buffer. LTotal is updated whenever an incoming packet joins the tail of the queue or a packet is served at the
front of the queue by the output link.
· Linked list, LLA , is the linked list of LA service packets embedded in the linked list LTotal . LLA is updated
whenever an incoming LA service packet joins the tail of the queue or an LA service packet is either
served by the output link or discarded by pushout mechanism.

3
We implicitly de®ne all TCP trac under the LA service in our Diserv architecture. If a TCP connection requires some other type
of service, we may put such TCP connection under other node mechanism to meet its service requirement (see Section 3.3.5).
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Fig. 4 shows the linked list structure for packets in the buer at a node. Similar to FIFO queueing
mechanism, packets can only be served at the head of linked list LTotal and any incoming packet can only
join the tail of linked list LTotal . A second linked list LLA (embedded in LTotal ) keeps track of the LA
service packets in the buer. In our SPRED mechanism, when an HR service packet arrives and the
remaining free buer space cannot accommodate such packet, LA service packet(s) will be discarded if
such discarding can make sucient free buer space to accommodate this incoming HR service packet.
Should there be enough buer space for the incoming HR service packet after discarding LA service
packet(s), we discard LA service packets from the head of linked list LLA along linked list LLA until there
is just enough free buer space to allow the incoming HR service packet to enter the buer. The reason
why we discard LA packets from the head (instead of from the tail) of linked list LLA is that this will
make TCP acknowledgment to be conveyed to the TCP source earlier than is the case under taildiscarding, which translates into quicker reaction to congestion and considerable performance
improvement [16].
Note that a doubly linked list is employed for LTotal in Fig. 4. This is because the head of LLA is identi®ed
by a pointer and can be anywhere in LTotal . Since packet discarding starts with the packet pointed by this
pointer, only a doubly linked list for LTotal can keep track of the packet immediately preceding the packet
subject to discarding in the linked list LTotal . That is, only a doubly linked list for LTotal can preserve the
connectivity of LTotal when the packet at the head of LLA is discarded. On the other hand, a singly linked list
is sucient for LA packets since packet discarding for LLA always takes place at its head.
Remark 1. We point out that our SPRED mechanism generalizes both tail-dropping and RED node
mechanisms. To see this, let an incoming packet be with probability p of HR service and 1 ÿ p of LA
service. When p  1, i.e., all packets are of HR service, the SPRED simply behaves like a tail-dropping
mechanism since there is no LA packets to be pushed out. When p  0, i.e., all packets are of LA service,
the SPRED becomes RED. When 0 < p < 1, which is the most common case of practical interest, HR
packets have complete access of buer and have better loss protection than RED since there is no dropping
for HR packets before buer is full, while LA packets are subject to both being pushout by an incoming
HR packet when buer is full and random dropping by RED before buer is full.
The following algorithm provides detailed description of the SPRED node mechanism, with R being
initialized to the total buer space.

Fig. 4. Linked list data structure for selective packet discarding under SPRED node mechanism. Linked list LLA is embedded in LTotal .
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Algorithm 1. Node mechanism with SPRED
When a packet of size P arrives at the output port of a switch:
examine the DS codepoint (DSCP) of the arriving packet;
if (DSCP matches LA service) {
if (R P P ) { /* i.e., sufficient remaining buffer space */
use RED to decide whether or not to accept the incoming LA packet;
if (RED accepts the incoming LA packet) {
let the incoming LA packet join the tail of linked list LTotal ;
update linked list LTotal ;
R : R ÿ P ;
update linked list LLA ;
QLA : QLA  P ;
}
else /* i.e., RED does not accept the incoming LA packet */
discard the incoming LA packet;
}
else /* i.e., R < P , insufficient remaining buffer space */
discard the incoming LA packet;
}
else /* i.e., DSCP matches HR service */ {
if (R P P ) {
accept the incoming HR packet and let it join the tail of LTotal ;
update linked list LTotal ;
R : R ÿ P ;
}
else /* i.e., R < P */ {
if (QLA  R < P )
/* i.e., insufficient buffer space even if all LA service packets
are pushed out */
discard the incoming HR packet;
else {
/* i.e., there is enough free buffer space available if some LA
packets are pushed out */
discard LA service packets (with a total of x bytes) from the
head of linked list LLA until (R  x > P ); /* pushout */
update linked list LLA ;
QLA : QLA ÿ x; R : R  x;
accept the incoming HR packet and let it join the tail of
linked list LTotal ;
update linked list LTotal ;
R : R ÿ P ;
}
}
}
When a packet of size P departs from the head of linked list LTotal at the output port
of a switch:
update linked list LTotal ;
R : R  P ;
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if (the departing packet belongs to LA service) {
update linked list LLA ;
QLA : QLA ÿ P ;
}
3.3. Discussions
3.3.1. Implementation consideration
We would like to point out that it is entirely feasible to implement our SPRED mechanism in
hardware for a router. Since the largest IP packet size is 1500 bytes and the smallest is 64 bytes (under
Ethernet), in the worst-case, the incoming packet with the largest packet size will pushout at most 24
packets with the smallest packet size. Unlike ATM where there is a cycle time constraint (e.g., 2.83 ls for
OC-3), there is no such cycle time for an IP router and the processing time of a packet is basically
proportional to the duration of the packet. The longer the packet, the more time there will be available to
do pushout. Therefore, our pushout scheme will not have a timing constraint bottleneck in IP switch
hardware implementation.
3.3.2. Deployment issue
Unlike Integrated Services (Intserv) framework [4,23], where per ¯ow based QoS guarantees require
universal deployment of a node mechanism (e.g., weighted fair queueing (WFQ) [9,21] and its many
variants [2,12,24±27,30]) for all routers, there is no such requirement for deploying our Diserv architecture
over the Internet. An incremental deployment of our Diserv architecture can still have clear bene®ts to
multimedia steaming applications, since the approach for Diserv architecture is for per hop qualitative
service dierentiation, not end-to-end quantitative QoS guarantee.
3.3.3. QoS performance
QoS under Diserv can be de®ned either quantitatively or qualitatively. This paper follows a qualitative
QoS approach to implement Diserv architecture. Furthermore, the proposed Diserv architecture focued
only on the delivery reliability, not the delay constraint. This is because for real-time streaming applications, the complication associated with delay can be easily dealt with by adding playout buer at the receiver side to absorb the potential delay variation (e.g., jitter) in the network.
3.3.4. Resource provisioning
Under our Diserv architecture, TCP trac is placed under LA service and HR has strictly higher
priority over LA, there exists a potential starvation for TCP trac under heavy load condition. To resolve
this problem, appropriate resource control mechanism must be in place in order to limit the total amount of
HR service trac in the network and to provide reasonable amount of network resource for LA service.
This paper focuses only on the data plane QoS mechanism (i.e., SPRED) and leaves the detailed mechanism
on control plane for future study.
3.3.5. SPRED as a Diserv module
Our Diserv architecture focuses on reliable transport of multimedia streaming applications. As discussed in [3], it is likely that more than one PHB group may be implemented on a node. PHB groups are
de®ned such that the proper resource allocation between groups can be inferred, and integrated mechanisms can be implemented which can simultaneously support two or more groups [3]. Our PHB and the
SPRED mechanism can be employed as a building block at a node for a more sophisticated Diserv architecture oering a broader range of services (or PHBs). Fig. 5 illustrates that SPRED is used as a Diserv
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Fig. 5. SPRED as a service module under a more sophisticated Diserv architecture where there are multiple PHBs at the node.

module under a hierarchical link sharing architecture for a more sophisticated Diserv architecture at a
node [11].
3.3.6. In-pro®le and out-of-pro®le packets
A trac pro®le speci®es the temporal properties of a trac stream selected by a classi®er. It provides
rules for determining whether a particular packet is in-pro®le or out-of-pro®le [3,8]. So far we have only
considered packets that are all in-pro®le. This is valid as long as trac shapers are deployed in Diserv
boundary nodes and therefore all packets entering the Diserv domain are shaped to conform trac
pro®le.
In the case that trac shapers are not available or it is inappropriate to shape certain type of trac, a
marker can be employed at the Diserv boundary to tag packets within a trac stream into in-profile and
out-of-profile packets [3].
We point our that it is straightforward to extend our Diserv architecture to handle both in-profile and
out-profile trac. When there is out-of-profile HR and LA trac present, we can incorporate the RIO
mechanism (described in [8]) on top of our SPRED algorithm to handle out-of-pro®le packets (while still
use SPRED for in-pro®le HR and LA trac).
4. Simulation results
In this section, we implement both the BE Internet (FIFO with tail-dropping) and our Diserv/SPRED
architectures on our network simulator. We perform simulations of integrated trac of real-time multimedia streaming applications and traditional TCP/UDP trac over various benchmark network con®gurations under the BE and our Diserv/SPRED architectures. We use MPEG-4 video described in Section
2.2 as our real-time streaming application and use application level perceptual quality as performance
measure. The purpose of our simulation study is to demonstrate that our Diserv/SPRED architecture can
provide substantial performance improvement over the BE service Internet for multimedia streaming applications.
4.1. Simulation settings
The network con®gurations that we use are the peer-to-peer (Fig. 6), the parking lot (Fig. 13), and the
chain (Fig. 16) network con®gurations.
We use MPEG-4 video as an example multimedia streaming application. At the source side, we use the
standard raw video sequence `Akiyo' in QCIF format for the MPEG-4 video encoder. The encoder performs MPEG-4 coding described in [6]. The encoded MPEG-4 bit-stream is packetized and classi®ed into
HR and LA service packets before being sent to the network. In particular, we classify the foreground VO
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Fig. 6. A peer-to-peer network.

(right of Fig. 1) and important system information as HR service and background (middle of Fig. 1) as LA
service. For arriving packets, the receiver extracts the packet content to form the bit-stream for the MPEG4 decoder. To prevent error propagation due to packet loss, we let the source encoder encode an Intra-VOP
every 100 frames [15].
In addition to MPEG-4 video streaming, we also use TCP/UDP trac to represent traditional data
applications and classify such trac under LA service. We assume all TCP sources are persistent during the
simulation run. For UDP connections, we use an exponentially distributed on/o model with average
E Ton  and E Toff  for on and o periods, respectively. During each on period, the packets are generated at
peak rate rp . The average bit rate for a UDP connection is, therefore
rp 

E Ton 
:
E Ton   E Toff 

Table 1 lists the parameters used in our simulation. We use 576 bytes for the path MTU. Therefore, the
maximum payload length, MaxPL, for MPEG-4 is 526 bytes (576 bytes minus 50 bytes of overhead) [22].

Table 1
Simulation parameters
End system

MPEG-4

MaxPL
Aggregate rate
VO1 (background) rate
VO2 (foreground) rate
Buer size

526 bytes
20 Kbps
6.8 Kbps
13.2 Kbps
1 Mbytes

TCP

Mean packet processing delay
Packet processing delay variation
Packet size
Maximum receiver window size

300 ls
10 ls
576 bytes
64 Kbytes

Default timeout
Timer granularity
TCP version

500 ms
500 ms
Reno

E Ton 
E Toff 
rp
Packet size

100
150
100
576

Buer size
Packet processing delay

10 Kbytes
4 ls

Link speed
Distance
Distance

10 Mbps
1 km
1000 km

UDP

Switch
Link

End system
to switch
Switch to switch

ms
ms
Kbps
bytes
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For the RED mechanism used for LA service, we use a linear probability function for pa where
maxfpa g  0:1. The parameter wq is used to calculate the average queue size avg and is set to 0.02 [10]. The
minth and maxth parameters are set to 5 and 15 packets, respectively.
We run our simulation for 450 s for all con®gurations. Since there are only 300 continuous frames in
`Akiyo' sequence available, we repeat the video sequence cyclically during the 450-s simulation run.
4.2. Peer-to-peer con®guration
The simulation results under the peer-to-peer network (Fig. 6) are organized as follows. As a ®rst case
(Case 1), we show the performance of a MPEG-4 video streaming under BE and Diserv/SPRED where
there is sucient network bandwidth. Under this scenario, both BE and Diserv/SPRED should have the
same application level performance (in terms of perceptual quality). Then we show the cases when there is a
shortage of network bandwidth (Case 2) and interaction with competing TCP/UDP trac (Case 3). Under
both Cases 2 and 3, we ®nd substantial performance improvement of our Diserv/SPRED over the BE
architecture for video streaming application. We elaborate each case as follows.
4.2.1. Case 1: Abundant bandwidth (congestion free)
We activate only one MPEG-4 source under the peer-to-peer con®guration (Fig. 6) without any other
TCP/UDP trac. The capacity for Link12 is set to 25 Kbps, which is higher than the MPEG-4 aggregate
rate of 20 Kbps (VO1 and VO2).
We observe that the link utilization is 80% and there is no packet loss, under both BE and SPRED
architectures, indicating that there is no congestion.
The peak signal-to-noise (PSNR) can be used as a measure for application level performance (perceptual quality) for video application. PSNR calculates the dierence between the original source video
sequence and the received video sequence. Fig. 7 shows the PSNR of Y component of the MPEG-4 video
at the receiver under the BE Internet (FIFO with tail-dropping) and our Diserv/SPRED architectures.
As expected, there is no dierence in terms of PSNR performance for each VO between the two architectures, since there is abundant network bandwidth for the MPEG-4 video connection under both architectures.
To examine the perceptual quality of the MPEG-4 video, we play out the decoded video sequence at the
receiver. Fig. 8 shows a sample video frame at the receiver under BE and Diserv/SPRED architectures,

Fig. 7. PSNR of VOs at the receiver under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the peer-to-peer network. Case 1: abundant link
bandwidth.
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Fig. 8. Sample frame at the receiver under BE Internet (left) and DS/SPRED (right) for the peer-to-peer network.

respectively. The pictures in Fig. 8 all show the same frame. We ®nd that the perceptual quality is the same
since there is no packet loss under both architectures. 4
The simulation results under Case 1 for BE and Diserv/SPRED shows the best possible PSNR performance for each VO at the receiver (due to over-supply of bandwidth and zero packet loss) and these
PSNRs will be used as references for subsequent simulations, where there is a shortage of bandwidth or
congestion.
4.2.2. Case 2: Bandwidth shortage
In this simulation, we activate only one MPEG-4 source (still without any TCP/UDP trac) and set the
bandwidth of Link12 to be 18 Kbps, which is higher than the rate of MPEG-4 foreground VO2 (13.2
Kbps), but lower than the aggregate rate (20 Kbps).
We observe that the link utilization is 100% and there is packet loss under both the BE and our Diserv/
SPRED architectures. Under the BE architecture, due to shortage of bandwidth, the respective average
packet loss ratio for VO1 and VO2 are 12.6% and 17.2%. On the other hand, under our Diserv/SPRED
architecture, the average packet loss ratio for VO1 (under LA service) is 29.4% and there is no packet loss
for VO2 (under HR service). This shows that our Diserv/SPRED architecture oers much higher reliability to VO2 than the BE architecture.
Fig. 9 shows the PSNRs for VO1 and VO2 under the BE and our Diserv/SPRED architectures, respectively. Comparing with Fig. 7, both VO1 and VO2 under the BE architecture have substantial performance degradation in terms of PSNR. On the other hand, under our Diserv/SPRED architecture, only
VO1 (under LA service) has signi®cant PSNR degradation while the PSNR for VO2 (under HR service) is
not aected.
To examine the perceptual quality of the MPEG-4 video, we play out the decoded video sequence at the
receiver. Fig. 10 shows a sample video frame at the receiver under BE and Diserv/SPRED architectures,
respectively. The pictures in Fig. 10 all show the same frame. For a VOP with packet loss, we use error
concealment to obtain that VOP rather than freezing the frame or replay the previous frame. The picture
under BE architecture has lower quality due to error propagation, i.e., loss of one packet will aect all the
following P-frames. Fig. 10 clearly demonstrates that our Diserv/SPRED oers better application level
performance improvement (in terms of perceptual quality) over the BE architecture under the same link
bandwidth and network topology.

4
Note that the pictures shown in Fig. 8 are of less quality than the left picture in Fig. 1. This is because the video shown in Fig. 1 is
the original raw video before compression, which can be as high as 8 Mbps. On the other hand, the video frame shown in Fig. 8 is
compressed with overall output of only 20 Kbps.
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Fig. 9. PSNR of VOs at the receiver under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the peer-to-peer network. Case 2: bandwidth
shortage.

Fig. 10. Sample frame at the receiver under BE Internet (left) and Diserv/SPRED (right) for the peer-to-peer network.

4.2.3. Case 3: Interaction with competing TCP and UDP trac
We set the capacity of Link12 to be 200 Kbps (Fig. 6). In addition to one MPEG-4 video source, we also
activate 5 TCP and 5 UDP connections to compete with the MPEG-4 video for the link bandwidth.
Fig. 11 shows the link utilization of Link12 under both the BE and Diserv/SPRED architectures. We
observe that Link12 is heavily utilized under both architectures. Under the BE architecture, the packet loss
ratio are 7.18% for VO1 and 7.62% for VO2, respectively, while under the Diserv/SPRED architecture, the
packet loss ratio is 9.46% for VO1 and there is no packet loss for VO2, which shows that our Diserv/
SPRED architecture oers much higher reliable transport to VO2 than the BE architecture.
Fig. 12 shows the PSNR for VO1 and VO2 under both BE and our Diserv/SPRED architectures.
Comparing with Fig. 7, under the BE architecture, both VO1 and VO2 have substantial performance
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Fig. 11. Link utilization under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the peer-to-peer network. Case 3: interacting with TCP/UDP
trac.

Fig. 12. PSNR of VOs at the receiver under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the peer-to-peer network. Case 3: interacting with
TCP/UDP trac.

degradation in terms of PSNR. However, under the Diserv/SPRED architecture, only VO1 (under LA
service) has signi®cant degradation in PSNR while the PSNR for VO2 (under HR service) is not aected,
indicating that HR packets are well protected under our SPRED mechanism.
To examine the perceptual quality of the MPEG-4 video, we play out the decoded video sequence at the
receiver. The sample frames are similar to those shown in Fig. 10, which demonstrates that our Diserv/
SPRED oers better application level perceptual quality over BE architecture for video streaming.
Finally, we observe that there is no synchronization behavior among the TCP connections under the
SPRED mechanism. This is due to random dropping of LA packets under SPRED.
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4.3. Parking lot con®guration
This con®guration and its name is derived from theater parking lots, which consists of several parking
areas connected via a single exit path. The speci®c parking lot network that we use is shown in Fig. 13,
where path G1 consists of multiple ¯ows and traverse from the ®rst switch (SW1) to the last switch (SW5),
path G2 starts from SW2 and terminates at the last switch (SW5), and so forth. Clearly, Link45 is the
potential bottleneck link for all ¯ows.
In this simulations, path G1 consists of one MPEG-4 source, three TCP connections and three UDP
connections, while paths G2, G3 and G4 all consist of three TCP connections and three UDP connections,
respectively. We set the link capacity between the switches to be 400 Kbps.
Fig. 14 shows the link utilization of Link45 under BE and SPRED architectures, respectively. Under the
BE architecture, the respective average packet loss ratio for VO1 and VO2 are 4.85% and 3.14%, while,
under our Diserv/SPRED architecture, the average packet loss ratio for VO1 is 6.48% and there is no
packet loss for VO2. This shows that our Diserv/SPRED architecture oers much higher reliable transport
to VO2 than the BE architecture.
Fig. 15 shows the PSNR for VO1 and VO2 under the BE and our Diserv/SPRED architectures, respectively. Comparing with Fig. 7, under the BE architecture, both VO1 and VO2 have performance degradation for PSNR. On the other hand, under the Diserv/SPRED architecture, only VO1 has signi®cant
degradation in PSNR while the PSNR for VO2 is not aected.

Fig. 13. A parking lot network.

Fig. 14. Link utilization under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the parking lot network.
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Fig. 15. PSNR of VOs at the receiver under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the parking lot network.

To examine the perceptual quality of the MPEG-4 video, we play out the decoded video sequence at
the receiver. The sample frames are similar to those shown in Fig. 10, which demonstrates that our
Diserv/SPRED oers better application level service quality than BE architecture for streaming applications.
We also observe that there is no synchronization among the TCP connections under the SPRED
mechanism. This is due to random dropping of LA packets under SPRED.
4.4. Chain con®guration
This is a benchmark network con®guration commonly used to examine trac behavior under the impact
of other traversing interfering trac. The speci®c chain con®guration that we use is shown in Fig. 16 where

Fig. 16. A chain network.
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Fig. 17. Link utilization under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the chain network.

path G1 consists of multiple ¯ows and traverses from the ®rst switch (SW1) to the last switch (SW4), while
all the other paths traverse only one hop and ``interfere'' the ¯ows in G1.
In our simulations, G1 consists of one MPEG-4 source, three TCP connections and three UDP connections while G2, G3 and G4 all consist of three TCP connections and three UDP connections, respectively. The link capacity between the switches is 200 Kbps on Link12, Link23, and Link34.
Fig. 17 shows the link utilization of Link12, Link23 and Link34 under both the BE and SPRED architectures. Under the BE architecture, the packet loss ratio are 2.88% for VO1 and 2.68% for VO2, respectively, while under the Diserv/SPRED architecture, the packet loss ratio is 3.77% for VO1 and there is
no packet loss for VO2, indicating that our Diserv/SPRED architecture oers much higher reliable
transport to VO2 than the BE architecture.
Fig. 18 shows the PSNR for VO1 and VO2 under both BE and our Diserv/SPRED architectures.
Comparing with Fig. 7, both VO1 and VO2 have substantial performance degradation in terms of PSNR
under the BE architecture. However, under our Diserv/SPRED architecture, only VO1 (under LA service)
has signi®cant PSNR degradation while the PSNR for VO2 (under HR service) is not aected, which shows
that that HR packets are well protected under our SPRED mechanism.
To examine the perceptual quality of the MPEG-4 video, we play out the decoded video sequence at the
receiver. The sample frames are similar to those shown in Fig. 10, which demonstrates that our Diserv/
SPRED oers better application level service quality than the BE architecture.
Finally, we ®nd that there is no synchronization among TCP connections under the SPRED mechanism.
This is due to random dropping of LA packets under SPRED.
Remark 2. We summarize the packet loss ratio (PLR) from the above simulations in Table 2. Note that
under all simulations, the output rate of the MPEG-4 video encoder is 20 Kbps (6.8 Kbps for VO1 and 13.2
Kbps for VO2, see Table 1).
· Under the Diserv/SPRED architecture, since the PLR for VO2 are all zero, the perceptual quality for
VO2 is, therefore, the same as the VO2 shown in the right picture of Fig. 10. On the other hand, the PLR
for VO1 varies a great deal under dierent simulations (e.g., 29.4%, 3.77%). Thus, the perceptual quality
for VO1 has variation under dierent simulation, but all has similar degradation pattern as shown in
VO1 in the right picture in Fig. 10.
· Under the BE architecture, both VO2 and VO1 have packet loss under dierent simulation settings. The
performance degradation for VO2 and VO1 all follow the similar pattern to those shown in the left picture of Fig. 10, with some degree of variation of course.
Based on our extensive simulation results, we conclude that, under the same link bandwidth and network
topology, our Diserv/SPRED architecture oers signi®cant application level performance improvement
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Fig. 18. PSNR of VOs at the receiver under BE and DS/SPRED architectures for the chain network.

Table 2
Packet loss ratio (PLR) of the VOs for the MPEG-4 video sequence `Akiyo' under dierent network con®gurations
Network con®guration
Peer-to-peer (Case 2)
Peer-to-peer (Case 3)
Parking lot
Chain

BE

Diserv

VO1 (%)

VO2 (%)

VO1 (%)

VO2 (%)

12.6
7.18
4.85
2.88

17.2
7.62
3.14
2.68

29.4
9.46
6.48
3.77

0
0
0
0

over the BE service architecture for transporting real-time multimedia streaming applications. The trade-o
lies in the fact that the proposed Diserv/SPRED architecture can intelligently discard low priority packets
while preserving the high priority packets which are critical for the perceptive quality of the streaming
application.

5. Concluding remarks
As multimedia streaming applications proliferate, the current BE service Internet is becoming increasingly inadequate to meet the service requirements from streaming applications. This paper presented
a core-stateless Diserv architecture in the context of Assured Forwarding PHB with the aim of
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imporving the performance of multimedia streaming. We de®ned two types of services dierentiated in
terms of reliability: the HR service and the LA service. Our main contribution is a novel node mechanism
called SPRED to achieve the service dierentiation. We showed that the SPRED node mechanism is a
generalized form of buer management with both tail-dropping and RED as its special cases. It combines
the best features of pushout and RED/RIO and is well suited for multimedia streaming applications.
More important, SPRED is capable of achieving all of our four design objectives and PHB requirement
simultaneously.
· SPRED does not require core routers to maintain any state information for each ¯ow and therefore is
highly scalable.
· By employing single shared queue and storing/servicing packets in the order of arrival, the packet sequence within each ¯ow is preserved at each node.
· Packets from HR service have much better loss protection than packets from LA service at a node during
congestion. In particular, an incoming HR packet will not be discarded if there are LA packets in the
buer and discarding of such LA packets can leave buer space for the incoming HR packet (our Diserv
PHB).
· By incorporating randomization of packet dropping for TCP connections (i.e., RED), our SPRED mechanism avoids the global synchronization problem associated with TCP.
Our simulation results conclusively demonstrated that under the same link speed and network topology,
network nodes employing our Diserv/SPRED architecture has substantial performance improvement over
the current BE architecture for real-time multimedia streaming applications.
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